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Merged German giant set to grow in Norway

The upcoming merger of German opera-

pipeline will form a central part of Win-

The next step, he said, would probably

tors Wintershall and Dea is set to result

tershall’s Norwegian strategy, the ofﬁci-

therefore mean drilling on the neighbou-
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als said. Bachmann said: “We bought into

ring structure in the same licence, about
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“This shows our strategy is not just ‘get
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d. Under the initial agreement, BASF
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even better portfolio. Once we have clo-

ture energy supply”.

sed that deal we are of course looking

curity today and in the future,” Mehren
said.

into the portfolio, what will be the next
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In the spotlight: Wintershall executive director in charge of exploration and production in Europe and the Middle East Martin
Bachmann (left) and chief executive Mario Mehren at ONS 2018 Photo: WINTERSHALL.
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